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Unifuse LLC is #1 for Custom Plastic Products.
We mold your finished plastic product by the patented UNIFUSE Vibrational Molding (VIM)
process. The result is superior, stress free strength that easily outlasts products molded by
other processes. Our unique manufacturing process enables us to be highly responsive, pro
viding prototypes, modification, and production—all with short lead times. The surprisingly
low cost of mold fabrication and part production makes your special design affordable which,

in turn makes us the best choice for your special project.
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UNIFUSE TECHNOLOGY GIVES YOU
NEW OPPORTUNITIES!!

What UNIFUSE LLC does and the potential for you.

The patented technology of the UNIFUSE Vibrational Microlamination (VIM)
process removes the typical limitations on engineers designing plastic products

for industrial applications.

Key advantages of the UNIFUSE process are:
Optimization of plastic tooling design
Low tooling costs
Easy tool modification for design changes
High quality, stress free, long life products
Maximum cost effectiveness

WHAT CAN UNIFUSE LLC DO FOR YOU?
UNIFUSE provides you with:

Lower tooling costs for new designs and mold fabrication
Low cost product proofs with low cost “on the fly” modifications
Strong, stress free, long life polyethylene products
The capability to mold tall, straight walled (no taper) containers
In molding embedment and reinforced sections
Over 25 years of expertise in UNIFUSE molding



PROCESS COMPARISONS

YOUR REFERENCE GUIDE TO

VIBRATIONAL (VIM) MOLDING
VS.

INJECTION, ROTATIONAL, AND THERMOFORMMOLDING

UNIFUSE USES A TOTALLY DIFFERENT PROCESS FOR MOLDING
THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS.

THE UNIFUSE PROCESS MIGHT NOT SOLVE ALL PROBLEMS,
BUT IT WILL PROBABLY SOLVE YOURS.

THE UNIFUSE TECHNOLOGY GIVES YOU NEW OPPORTUNITIES
FOR UNIQUE DESIGNS AND SOLUTIONS.

Key points regarding the UNIFUSE process:

Patented technology

Low cost tooling and setup

The ability to modify molds as needed or desired

Slow cooling for strength and stress relieved plastic parts

High quality, long lasting products

Ideal for prototypes and production

Makes it possible to maximize your efficiency and cost effectiveness

Not always the lowest cost, but always the greatest value



Rotational vs. Vibrational Microlamination (VIM) Molding

I. CONCEPT:
Rotational Molding: Distributes material by rotation, which causes a wiping action while ma
terial is adhering to the mold surface.
VIM: Distributes material by vibration.

II. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT:
Rotational Molding: Has a “spider” which rotates the mold 360º in two directions. The part is
made on the inside of a female mold. Heat is applied through the mold by placing it in an
oven.
VIM: Needs no spider or 360° rotation. Heat is applied through the mold, which can be male,
female, or a combination.

III. ENERGY:
Rotational Molding: Energy is applied by heating an oven (or a room). Substantial heat loss
occurs when the oven is opened and closed to insert the mold and the “spider”.
VIM: Energy is applied only to the mold, using an estimated 1/8 the energy as compared to
rotational.

IV. MOLDS:
Rotational Molding: Molds are female, normally made of cast aluminum or fabricated steel.
They are less expensive than injection molds, but generally cost $15,000 or more.
VIM: Molds are made from aircraft quality aluminum sheet, shaped and arc welded. The
molds have considerably less mass resulting in in faster heating and cooling. Costs are esti
mated at 20% of rotational molds, generally starting at $3,000.

V. MATERIAL:
Rotational Molding: Normally uses polyethylene or polycarbonate.
VIM: Can use any rotational material but can also use acrylic, polypropylene, polystyrene, and
some vinyl materials, and most other materials that have a constant melt temperature.

VI. CONTROLS:
Rotational Molding: Controls are the temperature of the oven and time.
VIM: Holds the mold temperature to +/ 2º, which allows for optimum control to enable the
use of a variety of materials.

VII. INSERTS:
Rotational Molding: Does not allow for easy inserting.
VIM: Mold can be opened at any time to place inserts and fuse them to the molded product.

Process Comparison



Injection vs. Vibrational (VIM) Molding
Process Comparison
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I. PROCESS:
Injection Molding: Melts plastic and pressure injects it into a closed mold. Requires quick
cooling to allow for part ejection, resulting in stressed plastic.
VIM: Distributes material by vibration. Cools the part slowly, resulting in a stress free product.

II. MOLDS:
Injection Molding: Molds are machined steel, hardened and polished. They are expensive and
due to the abrasion of flowing plastic they require maintenance.
VIM: Molds are made from aircraft quality aluminum sheet, shaped and arc welded. The
molds have considerably less mass resulting in in faster heating and cooling. Costs are esti
mated at 20% of rotational molds, generally starting at $2,000.

III. COST / QUANTITY COMPARISON:
This chart shows two superimposed break even curves using UNIFUSE and injection tooling as
the fixed costs. It shows the break even quantity for each process and the decision point quan
tity up to which UNIFUSE costs less.

IV. PROCESS DECISION:
Injection Molding: High quantity of known design.
VIM: Low or medium quantity or in situations where the product design may change.



Process Comparison 
Thermoforming vs. Vibrational (VIM) Molding

I. CONCEPT:
Thermoforming: Using extruded plastic sheets, thermoforming reheats the plastic and creates
a vacuum which sucks the soft material into a wood or metal mold.

Uni Forming: Using plastic particles and a low cost aluminum mold, UNI FORMING fuses them
using vibration and carefully controlled heat, into a finished product shape.

II. EQUIPMENT:
Thermoforming: Machines can be single or multiple station.

Uni Forming: Machines can be single or multiple station. Molds are sequenced in such a way
that they can be interchanged easily. This reduces the cost of setting up for low quantity pro
duction runs.

III. PART DESIGN:
Thermoforming: Ideal for thin gauge products. Parts must have draft or taper, as the mate
rial is stretched and will tear without draft. There is a depth limit to the parts, as the thick
ness is reduced at the bottom. Thus thicker than normal material is often required for process
ing.

Uni Forming: Process uses plastic particles, eliminating extruding costs. The process is self
leveling, giving the same thickness throughout, often reducing the part weight. There is no
depth limit, except for the machine’s capacity. Uni Forming can thus make parts of 24 inches
or more.

IV. PROCESS DECISION
Thermoforming: Standard for thin forms and finished parts which use materials with em
bossed or gloss surfaces.

Uni Forming: Used for high strength, no draft parts, and where cost, quality, and/or space
design limitations require this unique process.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
Seamless, smooth, one piece construction.
UNIFUSE molded polyethylene material standard.
Resistant to water, oil, most chemicals, and heat.
Will not rot, rust, dent, chip, or crack.

Steam—cleanable.
Non toxic, FDA approved material.
Many colors available.
Fire retardant and conductive materials available
RFID components can be molded into the product.

















*Nominal ratings only, which may vary with different applications—must be checked for your
specific application.

Technical Applications—UNIFUSE (VIM) Molding

MATERIAL HANDLING Baskets, bins, booths, boxes, bulk containers, cabinets, carts, cases, dol
lies, flow racks, hoppers, liners, lockers, pallets, pans, protectors, racks,
security containers, storage systems, tanks, trailers, trucks

MEDICAL &
ENVIRONMENTAL

Trash, recycling containers, divided containers, medical waste carts, envi
ronmental enclosures, oxygen tank holders, special medical and environ
mental containers

HI TECH:
Chemical

Electronics

Anti corrosive containers and tanks, sinks, pans, trays, funnels

Containers, circuit board boxes, carriers, cases, storage cabinets, storage
racks, carousel containers, carousel work stations, kit carts, security carts,
work racks, shock protectors, acoustical absorbers, conductive protection,
anti static protection, mobile rack covers

OEM Designed to your specifications

MATERIAL OPTIONS
UNIFUSE molding gives you broader material options. Typical material properties are listed below.

D792
Specific Gravity*

D638 Tensile
Strength
(psi)*

D638 Ten
sile Modulus
(by 10k psi)*

D790 Flex
ural

Modulus
(by 10k psi)*

D256 Im
pact

Strength
Izod*

Maximum
Continuous
Use Temp. (F)

LLDPE 0.92—0.96 2000—5000 0.4—1.8 1.6 0.2—2.3 180 deg.

POLYPROPYLENE 0.89—0.91 3900 1—2.25 1—6.5 1.6 230 deg.

POLYCARBONATE 1.19—1.25 350 3.3 3.3 2.4—17 220 deg.

PVDF 1.09—1.11 2700—7400 1.9—2.1 1.7—2.6 3—10.3 280 deg.

ACRYLIC 1.17—1.20 8000—11000 3.5—5 2.8—5 0.2—2.3 170—200 deg

POLYSULFONE 1.24 10200 3.6 3.8 1.3 300—345 deg.



Process Comparison—Quick View
UNIFUSE (VIM) Molding Compared to Other Thermoplastic Processes

VIM Injection Extrusion Thermo forming Blow Rotational

Mold Cost LOW High Medium Medium High Medium

Melt Plastic NO Yes Yes No Yes No

Pressure LOW High High Vacuum High Low

Stress Free YES No No No No Yes

Inserts/Additives YES Some No No No Yes

UNIFUSE (VIM) VIBRATIONAL MOLDING PROCESS
The UNIFUSE VIM process (vibrational microlamination) utilizes a sin
gle surface mold, carefully controlled heat, and vibration to fuse ther
moplastics into a mold shape. Parts can be large, tooling costs are
low, and the process can mold inserts, grooves, laminates, etc. UNI
FUSE (VIM) is the #1 method for custom designs and special projects.

THERMOFORMING
Heated and softened plastic sheet is shaped to the contours of
a mold by air pressure, vacuum, and/or mechanical means.
When cool, the plastic retains the mold shape.

INJECTION MOLDING
A plunger pushes resin through the heated cylinder. The plastic, sof
tened to a fluid, is forced into a cold, closed mold. Cooled and in a
solid state, the piece is ejected and the cycle is rapidly repeated.

EXTRUSION MOLDING
Continuous sheeting film, profile shapes, and coatings on wire
and cable are made by this process. A mechanical screw revolv
ing in a heated chamber forces the molten plastic through a die
of the desired shape.

BLOWMOLDING
This process is used to make hollow products such as bottles. A thick
walled tube is extruded into an open split mold. The mold is closed and
air blown into the tube causes the plastic to expand against the mold.

ROTATIONAL MOLDING
Hollow, one piece parts, often very large, are made by this
method. A mold, containing a measured amount of resin is ro
tated simultaneously about two axis within a large oven. The
tumbling resin gradually melt and fuses to form an evenly dis
tributed layer on the internal surface.



Custom Projects with Low Cost Tooling and Quick Turnaround!
Call us with your requirements. | 845.889.4000

UNIFUSE
MOLDED
PLASTIC

Unifuse containers are heavy duty industrial type units that are weather
proof, chemical proof, have high strength and are highly resistant to im
pact and cracking. Unifuse products in the field, and under constant use,
have been tested for over 20 years without failure.

The strength of Unifuse containers is due to our unique molding process.
This starts with powder, not molten plastic, that is fused under heat and
vibration and cooled slowly and evenly so that inherent stress is avoided.
The results are containers that do not crack under intended use. In addi
tion, Unifuse molding can make thick or heavy duty sections without prod
uct distortion.

HIGH
STRENGTH

Thermoplastic materials (polyethylene, polypropylene, etc.) consist of
long chain molecules which inherently have good strength and flexibility.
They are excellent for container use. The Unifuse process molds these ma
terials with no degradation to the basic polymer strength.

CRACK
RESISTANT

Thermoplastic materials are normally molded by injection or extrusion in
which plastic is melted, shot through a nozzle and then cooled. The cool
ing process does not occur evenly throughout so that the resulting prod
uct has inherent stress in its finished form.
Thermoforming can also be used which heats sheet plastic so it flows and
then stretches it either in a die or by vacuum. This stretching process also
results in inherent stress in the product. Containers made by these meth
ods have a tendency to crack or break in use (i.e. garbage containers in
cold weather).

HOW OTHER
METHODS
FALL SHORT

LONG LIFE Containers made by Unifuse take advantage of our patented molding
process to produce containers with superb crack resistance and better
strengths to outlast other brands on the market.

BEST VALUE High quality, custom plastic containers with high strength and crack resis
tance meeting your expectations throughout their service life which
makes Unifuse products THE BEST VALUE available!

Features & Benefits of the Unifuse Molding Process



“Besides no inherent stress, benefits of the [Unifuse]
molding process are that large parts are easily made and
tooling costs are low.”
— David J. Bak, East Coast Editor
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Visit our website for the full array of products
and detailed technical data: www.unifuse.com
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